
Decision-Making Framework

Risk Assessment & 
Mitigation Plan

Customized AI
Implementation Roadmap

AI Readiness ReportIt’s a customized service that evaluates your company's
infrastructure, capabilities and objectives to determine
your organization's readiness for AI adoption.

Our experts provide:
Education on AI possibilities tailored to your
business goals
Assessment of integration readiness
Identification of high-value AI use cases
Risk analysis and mitigation strategies
A strategic roadmap for effective AI implementation

Your assessment will give you a clear pathway to
successfully leverage AI technology within your unique
business context.

Tools to help your team make
informed decisions about AI
investments and initiatives.

Report identifying potential risks in
AI adoption and strategies to
address these risks

Comprehensive document detailing
findings, including organizational,
technology and data readiness

What You’ll Get

Learn how to accelerate growth and
establish a competitive edge

Agile Operations

Assessment of and strategies to address
potential challenges

Risk Mitigation

Quickly identify opportunities optimized for
your operations

Accelerated ROI

Gain a Strategic Advantage with AI

What is an AI Readiness Assessment?

Custom Readiness Assessments from Paro

Build an AI Strategy That Works

Detailed plan outlining
recommended AI solutions, phased
implementation strategy and
necessary organizational and
technological changes

paro.ai



Our Approach
Our proven assessment framework evaluates:

Current Infrastructure

Existing Data & AI Capabilities

Leadership Commitment & Buy-In

Employee Skill Gaps

Process Automation Needs

Risk Factors & Limitations

Regulatory Requirements

Bridge from Strategy to
Implementation

Capabilities to enable successful AI
adoption from assessment to launch

Focus On Your Needs
Flexible solutions for your sector, goals
and growth objectives

Comprehensive Approach
Evaluating processes, risks, regulatory
requirements and more

Simplified Path to AI
Expert guidance so you can integrate AI
with confidence

Contact me to take the first step toward an AI-powered
future for your organization. 

Future-Proof Your Company with AI

Industry-Leading AI Expertise
Leverage best practices honed through years of
successful AI integration. With Paro, you get a:

paro.ainate@paro.ai 618.920.3293

Paro is an AI-powered marketplace
that delivers finance, accounting and
AI solutions to businesses through a
combination of expert fractional
talent, data-driven tools and guiding
insights. 

By harnessing the power of people
and technology, our growth platform
provides flexible options, ranging from
transaction processing support to
corporate development and financing
strategy, to solve core business
challenges and drive growth. The
result enables businesses and experts
to go beyond even their loftiest goals.

About Paro


